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1. Summary of the case

how could I 
enter?
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competition 

authority

no way 
alone!

maybe with a 
little help from 
my friends?!
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2. A strategy of entry

� why did DE signed a five year supply contract with EDF 
at €52.6/MWh in December 2005 whereas it was easy 
to foresee the inability to compete profitably with “EDF 
Pro”? 

� my answer: because litigation was part of the entry 
plan.

� DE is small as regards the energy industry but since 
June 2006, the main shareholder is Louis Dreyfus 
($20b/y), a former partner of EDF in the UK; the 
complaint against EDF was lodged in February 2007.
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a three-stage game

1. sign a non profitable contract,

2. negotiate a better deal under the threat of 
going to court,

3. go to court but withdraw the complaint if 
the adversary settles.
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strategic litigation

� sort of "judo economics"  (Gelman and Salop, 1983) 
where a small firm can use its rival's size to its own 
advantage; no economic literature on sumo;

� in judo economics, winning relies more on skill  than 
strength or size: movement, balance, leverage;

� in judo, avoid head-to-head struggles; here, don't avoid 
them where you are sure the authority has no choice but to 
be on your side;

� DE is skilled in legal quibbling and media 
communication; it has taken advantage of the 
weakness of competition in the French electricity 
industry and the critics of Brussels' regulators against 
the current organization of the industry. 
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which squeeze?

� the essential squeeze is political rather than 
financial:

� on one side, a large majority of the French public 
opinion is against liberalization; so are politicking 
chameleons;

� on the other side, DG Comp wants to enforce 
competition everywhere;

� Conseil de la Concurrence - the national body in 
charge of competition policy- is squeezed in 
between.
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Frenchies do not like competition

� in an industry where a (public) monopoly provides 
energy at tariffs below LRMC, what could be the 
advantage from new suppliers?

� negative for French consumers: retail prices would 
most likely increase;

� potential advantages are on the supply side:

� for EDF: some profit losses but compensated by less pressure 
from Brussels;

� for newcomers: sharing the benefits …except if there is too much
competition

� and the Competition Authority also is a winner: it plays ex 
ante like an industry regulation agency, changing the 
(virtual) structure of the industry.
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3. Contract and market

� in December 2007 the CC accepted the EDF's proposal to 
auction the right to access to 1500 MW of capacity at the 
LRMC of energy from nuclear plants, i.e. €42/MWh on 
average for 2008-2012, and a price to be determined for 
2013-2022;

� DE was expecting a better bilateral contract, not an auction 
open to other competitors: it appealed to the Paris Court in 
January 2008.

� remark 1: with the auction process, the other electricity 
suppliers (GDF, Poweo, ..) are free riding on the DE's 
efforts.

� remark 2: the auction solution should have been expected 
since the DG Comp has repeatedly complained against long 
term contracts. 
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capacity auctions

� first round of auction for 500 MW (Spring 2008)
� 12 bidders, 5 winners;
� main winner is GDF (300 MW according to "Les Echos" 

March 13, 2008) 

� either because one of the winners or because of 
bilateral advantages, DE abandoned the appeal in 
August 2008.

� second round for 500 MW (November 19, 2008)

� 10 bidders, 7 winners;

� 130 MW to Poweo

www.edf.com/html/fournisseurs_elec/
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4. some conclusions

� like during the VPP episode (a merger case), the 
nuclear plants of EDF are viewed as "essential 
facilities": no physical divestment but the obligation 
to sell access to energy from base plant.

� DE has used competition law as a leverage to 
move EDF. It also has litigated at the CRE against 
ERDF about "virtual contract" between consumer 
and the electricity distributor. And it intends to go to 
court if the T/D tariffs (TURPE) are increased. 
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what should competition entities 
promote?

� "It's no longer a matter of opening to 
competition in order to decrease prices, but 
to increase prices to allow competition" (Marcel 
Boiteux, a former CEO of EDF, in Futuribles, June 2007)

� the main driver of this case is competition; no 
question whether entry is efficient.

� benefits for consumers will be tiny, if any.

� the CC has broadened its scope by imposing 
(virtual) structural changes in an art. 82 case.
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and the winner is …

� no public information about the name of 
winners;

� no information about the (uniform) 
equilibrium price of the withdrawal rights;

� in the auction process, the winner is probably 
EDF;

� but after investing in "tough guy" reputation, 
DE did not stop the appeal procedure without 
compensations.  


